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Overview of task | Time you are expected to spend completing it 
This is to help you manage your week and monitor how well you are progressing.  

English Complete the tutorial on the poem Ozymandias using the audio in the PowerPoint or the link to the full video on YouTube. You will need to 
make notes on the poem as you go. To show you have understood, please fill in the worksheet and submit it back to me for checking. Please 
also make sure you have completed the tutorials on Remains and War Photographer from last week.                                                                                

Maths  10M1: Use the PPTs, videos and worksheets for the individual tasks you have been instructed to complete this week. Submit the assessment of 
learning task questions you have been directed to by Friday 10am.  
10M2:This week we will be looking at speed, distance and time. You will need to understand the importance of changing time into decimals  
e.g 1 hour 30 minutes, would be written as 1.5 as a decimal. You will need to; watch the video, go through the PowerPoint and then complete 
the exam questions. 
10M3: Last weeks work was finding a % of an amount without a calculator. This weeks work is USING a calculator to find the % of an amount 
and calculating a % increase. Using Corbett maths  www.corbettmaths.com. See specific tasks in google classroom. There are 2 videos to 
watch, 2 sets of questions with each video. Don’t forget to send in work! 

Science Biology – 10sc2 and 10sc3 – This week you need to revise Topic 3 Genetics before completing the end of topic assessment. Revision material is 
provided on Monday (a graphic organiser, links to suitable revision websites such as BBC bitesize); use these and your own notes (and previous 
material uploaded to GoogleClassroom) to prepare for your assessment. The assessment will be set on THURSDAY. It should take 20-30 minutes 
to complete and should be submitted for marking please. 
Chemistry – 10Sc2 & 10Sc3:  10Sc2 will be finishing the lesson on oxidation and reduction that was set last week, please submit your answers to 
the progress check to me on GC.  10Sc3:  We are looking at Ores, there are some videos to watch and you need to complete a word fill activity 
and some questions on how to extract aluminium from its Ore.  You will then start the oxidation and reduction lesson, this will be next week’s 
lesson as well so it doesn’t have to be done this week.  There are some videos for you to watch and then a series of levelled tasks on oxidation 
and reduction, please choose and complete the feel you feel confident with. 
Physics – 10Sc2 & 10Sc3:  calculating changes in energy 
Triple - Physics: Electromagnetic spectrum within astronomy 
Bio: Codominance and sex-linked genetic disorders. Work through the provided power point, including my recorded worked examples 
(embedded within the ppt and also provided separately), making your own notes and checking your work as you go along. Complete ONE of the 
worksheets provided later in the week and submit this to me for marking. This will take 2-3 hours to complete fully. 
Chem: Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), we are going to break down what this is by answering small task/questions on the individual parts before 
you draw out your own LCA for a paper and plastic bag.  You then have a revision lesson in preparation for your tess on both the CC10 
Electrolysis topic and CC11 Obtaining and using metals topic next week  
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History Causes of American Civil War  
Work through the powerpoint and complete all the tasks. Use the additional word documents provided to help you.  
Please submit the exam question How Important was the issue of Slavery in Causing the American Civil War?  

Geography This week we’re tackling the last of the three 8 mark questions which cropped up in our PPE. We have been trying to structure our 
thinking before answering these types of question and this week I’m not giving you any clues as to what you should be thinking, instead 
you are going to share your thoughts with me. Use the template given.  

PE  Three times this week complete the full body beginners work out off the PE NETFLEX Board. 
This is accessed from the King Arthur’s PE Google Classroom (you need to have signed into this new class using code  “hfpyfob”. 
Also keep a daily record of your step count. Mobile phones track this. In iphones it’s under the health app. You can download other apps 
to track it. Are you reaching over 5000 steps a day ? 

Art Continue working through the power point slides for the Natural and Man made forms project. Complete  good  quality observational 
drawings this week. 

BTEC Sport Continue to work on the provided word template and complete the advanced skills (activity structure, evaluation, use of language and 
target setting). You have two weeks to meet this deadline of Monday 29th June. Follow the power point.  

3D Design Use the design development exemplar sheet to create your own. 

Hospitality & 
Catering 

Practical: Watch You tube clip and have a go at 3 different garnishes 
Theory – Eggs as a Food Commodity – go through the powerpoint and complete the Egg questions & labelling task. Learn about the 
different roles Eggs have within cooking and identify dishes they are used in. Last task is a quick research task. 

French 1. Vocabulary learning on memrise: module 4( town to countryside) go through section : “ in town” 
2. Reading, listening and writing tasks about description of a town and directions  : digital textbook on google classroom. 

Instructions on google classroom with answer sheet 

Perf. Arts B-Tec Tech Award Mock Exam Project:  Read Slides 14-17.  Complete the work on Slides 15 & 17 in your portfolio Booklets. 

iMedia Addendums and tidy up of LO1 and LO2 for RO82 – Telephone calls to follow. 
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Remember: If you are finding any of your tasks difficult there are lots of places to get help: 
The Internet (Choose reputable sites, not Wikipedia!) / BBC Bitesize / Seneca / MyMaths 

Ask a friend or family member 
Message your teacher through Google Classrooms 


